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Confair® range
Design: wiege, Fritz Frenkler, Justus Kolberg
Folding table: Andreas Störiko
Model 440 /21

The Confair folding table:
Dynamic, space-saving – and attractive. 
It has won some of the highest international
design awards and has a firm place on many
an executive floor too.
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The combination of dynamic structures
with high design quality means value-
added for management techniques that
naturally require optimal promotion of
participation in change processes.

Confair®.
Dynamic interaction.

Identity and innovation – the key to tomorrow’s success. To combine continuity
and dynamic change is perhaps one of the prime tasks of modern manage-
ment. Whether that can be achieved is largely a question of communication
culture. And thus of the design of interiors for teamwork and conferences …

The Confair range stands for the perfect combination of image building and
innovative strength: high design quality, fine materials and unmistakable
design support team spirit and a sociable image. At the same time, modularity,
mobility and innovative functions promote participation, self-organization
and interaction – and coincidentally reduce space costs too. It is therefore not
surprising that Confair has become an international model of excellence within
this market segment.
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Confair® folding table
The barrel-shaped or rectangular tables can be activated by one simple
movement – and can be linked by means of snap connectors to form conference
configurations, if required.

Confair pinboard
Simple, yet ingenious: the curved foot sections of the easy-to-handle, lightweight
pinboards allow them to be positioned radially and compacted efficiently.

Confair chair
With characteristic, distinctive design and highly versatile: the stackable seminar
chair may be accessed from any side and the backrest can even serve as a perch.

Confair mobile desk
The extremely light mobile desks with an integral pentray may be freely
positioned as required and neatly compacted with the tops pivoted.
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Confair® lectern
The lectern is a mobile, elegant, and re-assuring performance aid. With its
slender perforated steel facia and easy handling, the lectern has won an
established place on press and lecture platforms.

Confair server
The mobile servers for catering, office utensils, A /V and presentation technology
have two retractable cable management channels. Various configuration options
are available comprising shelves, open boxes, drawers or cable stations.

Confair flipchart (not shown)
The board of the lightweight flipchart with a retractable frame has three
adjustable height positions and can easily be removed for transport.
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Confair®.
From a workshop to a conference.

With Confair, it is child’s play to use intelligently designed conference and com-
munication interiors for versatile applications. Only one person is required to set
up, reconfigure and store the mobile folding tables: without any tools, locking and
releasing procedures or specialized knowledge. Snap connectors allow multi-
directional linking options. If a room can be extended quickly due to variable room
partitioning, meeting and project tables can be transformed into a large conference
configuration with a few swift movements. Confair folding tables are an even
more attractive option as investment in such a convincing furnishing solution will
soon pay dividends …

On the one hand, the ingenious folding mechanism and the large lockable
wheels ensure easy operation and high mobility. On the other hand, the elegant
and high-quality design supports a communication culture on the highest level:
for applications ranging from spaces for meetings and project work to the
executive floor.

If required, cable channels, power supply connections and innovative techni-
modules are available that provide fascinatingly simple, interactive access to
modern media technology. For a perfect synthesis of dynamic space utilization,
high aesthetic quality and state-of-the-art technical functionality.
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For smaller layout opportunities, the
Timetable™ range is the ideal comple-
ment to the Confair® folding table for
areas of application in which compact
table formats are the order of the day.
The lipping and surface finishes of the
table tops that are pivotable along
the horizontal axis may be perfectly
coordinated with Confair folding tables.

Design and function of the
highest degree: folded up,
the mobile table is sure to

turn heads. Unfolded, it
seats eight comfortably.

Spacious, graceful and high-calibre:
a conference configuration to accom-
modate 40 comfortably. If required,
table tops may be specified so as to
form boat-shaped configurations when
linked.
A perfect team: stackable cantilever
chairs from the Sito™ range.
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As all Wilkhahn® ranges, Confair® may also be individually specified to integrate with existing interior design themes.
The polished and clear anodized table frame harmonizes with the matt chromium-plated Sito™ cantilever chairs while
the table top matches the finish of the walls and doors.
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Communication workshop
with ground-breaking characteristics
“Reshape the environment, don´t try to reshape men.” (Buckminster Fuller)

The more directly people are involved in communication processes, the more
efficiently and faster it is to implement innovation and change. If people set up
their teamwork and conference interior themselves and change it dynamically,
they will be able to identify more easily and faster with the process in hand.

For this very reason, Confair has been designed as a toolbox, allowing participants
to “help themselves”: for conveying information and presentations, for collecting
ideas, for working in break-out groups, for formal decision processes or open
discussion sessions. This allows a neutral space to be self-organized and used in a
versatile manner – resulting not only in more economical use of space but also
savings in terms of facility management capacity too.

Confair has been designed as a coherent, extremely high-quality range with a view
to encouraging both staff and management to appreciate the importance of such
conference processes.

The combination of Confair®

chairs and folding tables allows
a fast changeover between
various forms and methods of
interaction. An ideal addition:
the mobile InterWall® for high
resolution visual display and
processing of digital information
in seminar and team environ-
ments. When not required, the
desks may be compacted
efficiently and moved aside.
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9am: Seminar 1pm: Meeting, Conference

Changeover of methods in no time at all.
The number of participants, contents and methods of a meeting require
a coordinated furnishing layout for optimal support of communication
processes: ranging from a seminar, a meeting, a conference, project work
and break-out sessions to presentations and discussions. The Timetable
range offers a complementary smaller table version to the Confair folding
table and other Confair units. Table tops are pivoted upward for efficient,
compact storage. This means that communication interiors can be adapted
to selected methods of communication with literally one swift movement.

Confair®.
440 range

Quality of details
Often copied, but still unrivalled –
with Confair this is more than
merely a question of aesthetic
differentials. For the quality of a
detail plays a decisive role in the
quality of the whole:

• The frame structure of all Confair
models comprises aluminium
profiles, supporting frames, bases
and foot sections in die-cast
aluminium. This ensures precision
with minimum weight. Polished,
anodized, coated or chromium-
plated finishes permit finely honed
coordination with individual design
concepts.

• The table tops comprise stiff
yet lightweight blockboard cores
with laminated wood lippings,
additionally protected by an integral
impact-resilient profile. Mobile desk
tops, flipchart board and walls of
the server boxes are in birch
plywood. Depending on the model
and application, the choice is
between a finish in fine veneer,
linoleum or laminate. Shelves and
the base of boxes are in black steel
with a textured coating. Materials
and surface finishes thus provide
both longevity and flexible layout
and application.

• The use of high-performance
plastics, such as polypropylene and
polyamide, through-dyed in black,
mean that scratch marks are hardly
visible, even in extreme wear
conditions.

• Last but not least, every single
component may be exchanged on
all Confair models. This guarantees
aesthetic and technical updating at
any time.

Subject to technical change
without notice.

Model
444/4 Chair
Stackable, with exchangeable
covers according to Wilkhahn
fabric and leather collection.
58 x 54, H 76
(227/8" x 211/4", H 297/8")

Model
441/1 Mobile desk
On castors; with pivotable top for
compact storage; desk top with tilt
function; integral pentray and edge
profile.
46 x 45, H 73
(181/8" x 173/4", H 283/4")

Model groups
445 and 446 Server
Mobile, versatile accessories for
catering, material for interactive
sessions or presentation media.
46 x 59 (181/8" x 231/4")
(overhead 91 (357/8")),
H 96 /107 (H 373/4" /421/8")
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3pm: Break-out groups 5pm: Presentation

Model
448/9 Lectern
Mobile, with desk top (optionally
with additional shelf), and modesty
panel in coated, perforated steel;
space for company logo.
46 x 51, H 106
(181/8" x 201/8", H 413/4")

Model
442/1 Flipchart
Foldable, with removable writing
panel with three adjustable height
positions, steel pins and black
holder for paper pads, and pentray.
75 x 67, H 180 /200
(291/2" x 263/8", H 707/8" /783/4")

Model group
443 Pinboard /Whiteboard
Compact storage; double-sided
board cover in grey felt. Whiteboard
with enamelled sheet steel, for use
of magnets and pens, with clamp-on
pinstrip.
125 x 54, H 190
(491/4" x 211/4", H 743/4")

Model group
440 Confair folding tables
Boat-shaped or rectangular, 
optionally with integral pentrays.
Accessories: snap connectors for 
linking rectangular folding tables.
90 x 180, H 73 (353/8" x 707/8", H 283/4")
90 /110 x 260, H 73 (353/8" /431/4" x 1023/8", H 283/4")
100 x 300, H 73 (393/8" x 1181/8", H 283/4")

Timetable
610 range
60 /75 x 150, H 73 (235/8" /291/2" x 59", H 283/4")
60 x 180, H 73 (235/8" x 707/8", H 283/4")
60 /75 x 200, H 73 (235/8" /291/2" x 783/4", H 283/4")
75 x 225, H 73 (291/2" x 885/8", H 283/4")

Additional accessories, customized 
versions and power supply options 
on request.

All dimensions in cm (inches).

Standards and certifications. UN Global Compact, ISO 9001/14001, EMAS, GREENGUARD™, LEED, GECA

Current environmental information is available on the Wilkhahn® website.

Sustainability

UN Global Compact

Processes

ISO 9001/14001 EMAS

Product: Confair®

GREENGUARD™ GECA LEED
D-133-00055
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